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Giving the Gift of Care During the Holidays
The holidays are a time to get together; a time when family comes
to visit and when people drop in. And this creates a wonderful
opportunity to reconnect with people, to spend time together, and
to create new and beautiful memories.
But all the hustle and bustle can also create stress,
especially for older people who may have a variety of
unexpected concerns.
You can give the gift of care this year by being sensitive to triggers
for stress and depression over the holidays for yourself and for
others.
1. Plan ahead – While the holidays are a time to relax, day
after day of unstructured time can be stressful, particularly when
you mix small children with elderly grandparents or greatgrandparents. Planning an activity and scheduling in some down
time gives each day some much needed structure.
2. Encourage storytelling – Telling stories will help
alleviate depression by giving people, and yourself, an outlet for
nostalgia, grief, and the other ‘blue’ feelings that may arise.
3. Pay attention to the details – a lot of stress stems
from the inevitable small details that come with visiting: special
diets, mobility issues, sleeping arrangements, a disruptive
schedule, and so on. Asking your guests beforehand and being
sensitive to their needs can help alleviate some of their stress.
4. Share the load – starting to sound like a lot of extra work
for you? Limit your own stress by getting the help you need from
family members. For example, you can ask a guest to plan a family
friendly activity, have a family member take a dependent for the
afternoon, and organize potluck dinners instead of hosting!

Sources: American Medical Resource Institute, https://www.aclsonline.us/articles/the-guide-toovercoming-holiday-depression-for-the-elderly-and-their-caretakers/
Help Seniors Overcome Holiday Stress: 4 Tips, https://www.caregiverstress.com/stressmanagement/relief-tips/help-seniors-overcome-holiday-stress-4-tips/
This bulletin should never be used as a substitute for seeing a doctor. If you are concerned about a possible
medical condition, please consult your physician.

Activity Corner
Challenge yourself with a Holiday Crossword
Puzzle!

Source: https://www.pinterest.ca/pin/246009198373332136/

The bulletin for Health and Wellbeing is available at the Vision office, at the Wellness Centres, and on
our website. All comments, questions, and suggestions are welcomed!

